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ABSTRACT j

A kinematic wave analysis of fog sedimentation is
employed to relate growth of a fog condensate deposit
layer to radiation ger.erstsd fog formation rates. The
increase of surface radiat.cn absorptivity with deposit
layer thickness promotes a feedback mechanism for
higher growth rates, which LS evaluated in detail.

NOMENCLATURE j

' I
Sedimentation i

"v
H I

n, nj, nj, n^

P» Pj» ?2' P3

r

Absolute fog velocity In z direction
Absolute -apor velocity in z direc-
tion

Volume average velocity (auv+aijj)
Equation (I)

u - u. relative velocity
<j>(a), Eq. (I)
Total, component mass fluxes, Eqs.
(2) and CJ)
Total, component mass densities
Mass density of a fog droplet
Mass density of gas mixture in vapor
apace

Fog source (gm/cm sec)
Equation (25)
Vapor volume fraction
Fog volume fraction (1-a)
a value just above fog deposit layer
top

a value just below fog deposit layer
top

Low o value where drift flux » 0
Equation .6); also radiation extinc-
tion coef. Eqs. (17)-(18)
Initial a value
Drift flux, Eq. (7)
dj/da
ou/oz

Vertical distance above initial
Interface
1 value at top of deposit layer (L)
z value at beginning of characteris-
_.tic
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R

A
T.

*Radiation

J

I*
n
a
x
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Time paraaeter for zg
Equation (10)
Mean fog droplet radius parameter
Layer thickness scale for absorp-
tivity change, Eq. (21)
Layer growth constant, Eq. (34)
Bulk phase gas vapor temperature
Cold interface temperature

Latent heat of vaporization

Absorption coefficient
Exponential integral of the second
kind
Forward radiative flux
Incident flux at the top surface
Backwards radiative flux
Radiative heat flux
Thickness of condensate layer
Index of refraction
Scattering coefficient
Physical distance, Fig. 1
Effective reflectance of condensate
layer
I — p ~ absorptivity of condensate
layer
Absorptivity with no condensate layer
k^z optical height
Stefan-Boltzman constant -

Radiation Subscripts
d Diffuse
s Specular

INTRODUCTION

I
I This study continues investigations of bulk-phase
condensation of a high temperature, absorbing-emitting
jvapor mixture generated by radiant heat transfer to a
cooler surface. Such problems are of interest in nuc-
lear reactor safety in evaluation of the "source term"
associated with highly hypothetical severe accident
scenarios. Some aspects of this problem have been con-
sidered In previous work (_1), herein after referred to
as_I.» ..including ̂ treatment, of the .liquid or crystal fog
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formation as a detached fog, and the uniqueness of ra-
diation induced fog formation rates — heat transfer
characteristics in comparison to conventional
diffusion-conduction controlled fog formation.
i Another important aspect of this phenomena concerns

w the material motions of the fog being generated in re-
5 lation to the cold interface. An assessment of the

_ Tj extent or rate at which the fog moves toward and depos-
ed q its on the interface is vital to fog collection eval-
» '£ y-uation, and for another reason: the rate of fog forna-
S ;H J tion, and hence fog deposit, is keenly dependent upon
5 >̂  j the thermal radiation absorptivity of the interface
~Z "' t heat sink. When the cold clean surface has low thermal
'•> t* j| radiation absorptivity, a relatively slow initial rate
.= - I of fog formation can be altered as a result of dynamic
o .c i growth in effective surface absorptivity due to the
— t? 'i surface contamination by fog deposit. These changes
a < li feed back, through increases of radiation heat transfer
o » | End bulk fog formation rates to alter further the rate
rj ° I at which the deposited fog layer and surface absorp-

- J-> I tivity grows. This paper is concerned with that feed-
u £ I back mechanism under conditions of gravity settling of
?> I the fog onto a horizontal surface. The treatment deals
~ •• separately with: relating the condensate layer thick-
{j ""* ness to its effective thermal radiation absorptivity or

g, reflectivity, and determining the growth rate of tha
fl depositing condensate layer based upon sedimentation

analysis. Then it combines these considerations to
r*"account for the induced time dependence of effective

surface properties. This is accomplished as a result
I lof a simple linear expression obtained for absorptivity
7J as a function of deposit layer thickness.
•3 | To account for fog sedimentation, the detached fog
rj formulations of I are generalized by use of drift flux
Ij Bodeling to account for relative motion between vapor
~ and fog. This permits extension of kinematic wave
_- analysis for unsteady sedimentation (2) to account for
^ the radiation-induced fog generation term. This exten-
> felon has much in common analytically with previous
— extensions to treat transient liquid pool boilup under
« prolumetric vapor source (3), with the physical differ-
s ence of fog rather than vapor as the dispersed phase
.H jbeing generated, and the generation term now positional
Jp [rather than void fraction dependent. As in pure sedi-
ja aentation analysis, the growth of the fog condensate
» [layer emerges naturally in problem solution as propaga-
'-' tion of a kinematic wave of discontunity from the
:.• jsurface. ;
i? I Finally, a numerical example is provided involving
04 V0~ vapor and sodium interface, to illustrate determi-
f nation of the effects of a fog size parameter and radi-
7} at ion properties on the early layer growth rates.

ii
MODEL FORMULATION

In a general analysis of this problem, hydrodynamic
evaluation of fall out settling rates is necessarily
linked to fog-particle population distribution fields,
I.e. concentrations over a spectrum of sizes, with
their statistical evolutions dependent upon nucleatiou
land condensation kinetics. Even with such kinetics
javailable, the values of unknown parameters such as
'concentration of nucleation sites must remain open; and
jthe effect of transient size distribution development
{on the sedimentation hydrodynamics presents formidable
(computation complexities. ;

I Application of the drift flux model circumvents
ithese difficulties by treating the relative fog-vapor
Telocity as a function of volume (void) fraction of
droplets

ii - v .
v X

(1)

•with (scaling factor) velocity V explicitly dependent
upon an average droplet size, radius R. (From a
population-evolution standpoint this might be consid-
ered as fast kinetics growth to a limiting size with
continuous condensation corresponding to the sudden
emergence of more droplets of the same sfze.) This
droplet size is treated parametrically and displaces
the need for a nucleaEion-site concentration parame-
ter. An additional assumption implicit in the use of
Eq. (1) is that the time scales for change are longer
than that for an individual newly formed fog droplet to
reach its environment relative (terminal) settling
velocity. This places an upper limit on droplet size
for model consistency to be evaluated aposteriori.

Our starting point is the three component mass
conservation field equations

_ + V . n j - -r

i 3
(2) '•

+r

in which subscripts 1, 2, 3 designate (1) condensable
(vapor) in the gas phase, (2) noncondensable vapor in
the gas, (3) droplets/particles of the dispersed
liquid/ solid fog condensate; p denotes mass density, n
is mass flux and r is fog mass generation rate. Neg-
lecting intra gas diffusion the component: velocities
are Uj = uj = uv, u^ = u^, hence

P2Uv
(3)

with u y t ujj the absolute gas and fog velocities. In
terms of vapor volume fraction or,

e = 1-a (4)

and neglecting variations of pv and p^, Eqs. (2) sia-
plifies to the two phase form,

oo

oe

Summing these equations yields, for one dimension

a
u » -; ; T - (i-Pv/pxf * (6)

This time independent relation for the volume average
velocity u * au + eu« holds even with non zero rela-
tive vapor—liquid velocity u ^ * u —Uj.

The drift flux j is kinematically defined equiva-
lently by three forms,

j(a) » afu -u) = -e(u -u) s aeu .(a)
V X V*

(7)

iwith j « j(o) a statement of the empirical drift flux
constitutive relation for definition Eq. (7). In-
serting this Into (5) yields •

p a g e nuiribcr-
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where u' = — as determined by (6), and j 1 = dj/da.
•a Equation5! (6) and (8) together give the development
5 of vapor volume fraction profiles a(z,t) subject to

. '* Initial and boundary conditions, and volumetric
' " radiation-induced fog formation rate r. These equa-
ls /'tions resemble analogous equations for a treated in
i£ j previous volumetric boilup studies (cf. Eqs. 4.3 and 7
• •+* * of Ref. (3), where the source term was <r-dependent.
'- | Here the radiation controlled dependence is spatial (z-
~ jj dependent) as shown in the next section.) Thus, the
~ 5 solution scheme via the method of characteristics can
£ \ again be adopted. Equations for characteristic curves
i '% along which information is propagated based on Eq. (8),
< % are

0 -

°r •f2 - (Y-a)u'(z)
at

X'

j Where characteristics from initial and/or boundary
curves cross, discontinuities in the a profile propa-
fjate in time. Their propagation is governed by

ri
dz

dt u +
[ctJ

(10)

£j w h e r e [<)>]= (|i - 4 1 d e n o t e s the jum p of <Ji a c r o s s the
p: ["shock," cf. fq. (%) et. seq. of Ref. (3) for deriva-
'+, tion. In addition, material balances at the propa-
?• gating front demonstrate continuity of u, viz. ,

[u]

and

j'(ort-) < [j]/[cc] < j'(o-)

(ID

(12) j

.H with a-, a+ the
<? respectively.

•2 i
RELIMINARY EXAMPLE

low z, high z side of the front

As a simplified example, consider the case of no
radiation source (r=0) but a uniform distribution of
fog particles/droplets initially (o=a^). Neither vapor
nor fog is allowed below the bottom barrier (z=0), so
u v » u, » 0, hence j = u = 0 there at any time. From
Eq. (6) it follows that at any time also, u = 0 for all
jz elevations. This holds even on crossing a disconti-
nuity in a, according to Eq. (11). From Eq. (9), char-
acteristics in a z-t plane from the z axis (t»0) are
lall straight lines of slope j'fajj. At the t axis
j(z«O), straight line characteristics also emanate, but
jail of slope j'(ocm) where 0 < am < a^ is the void value
where J ( O L } « 0. Assuming a normal convex form for
ij(o) in the range am « a < oct, these characteristic
lines from the origin must immediately cross, hence the
jsolution describes an a-discontinuity which immediately
propagates from the origin. Above the discontinuity
there is constant void o = ort- = a,, while below it, a
Ivoid constant a = a- • a,,, is established. Physically
Ithis corresponds to the growih of a settled-out stag-
pant layer of fog droplets/ particles. If affl > 0, this
settled-out layer retains some vapor void, hence the
lvalue of a is dictated by the physical properties of
•the fog condensate. A constant rate growth of the
aettled-out layer is described by Eq. (10) as j

a nunber-

-O
(8>! ! ifa• - a

i n
(13)

For a zero void settled layer (am=o) this growth rate
reduces to e^u^, with uvj^(ai) the relative settling
velocity of a cloud of droplets at void fraction c^.
The factor [<^i-<"a) in Eq. (13) is due to use of rel-
ative velocity or drift flux j of Eq. (7) as basis for
a proper constitutive relation, as opposed to absolute
settling velocity. Physically the factor makes the
necessary adjustment for vapor "backflow" to maintain u
- 0 above the settled layer. A comparable adjustment
to the required non—zero u is contained in the treat-
ment of the radiation fog-source to follow.

RADIATION SOURCE WITH DEPOSIT LAYER ABSORPTIVITY

i For a specific treatment we consider the case where
|at time t » 0 no fog is present in vapor which suddenly
contacts the cold clean, relatively low absorbing in-
terface. Volumetric radiation from the vapor to this
interface implies a finite rate of fog formation r and
motion v at t » 0, which is accounted for by downward
vapor velocity (o=l) to supply the forming fog drop-
lets. As soon as droplets are formed, they move down-
ward at velocity determined by the drift flux settling
velocity value at void a " 1. A s e = l - a increases
from zero, a settled out layer starts to grow just as
in the preliminary example above, though now at a non
'constant rate. To analyze this problem we must first
develop the radiation heat transfer-fog formation rate
in terms of the thickness of the deposit and radiation
properties.
j To do this in an amenable manner, a simple two-flux
radiation model is employed to yield an analytical ex-
pression for the effective reflectivity of the conden-
sate layer deposit. The deposit is considered as an
(absorbing, emitting and scattering gray layer on an
opaqup liquid substrate subject to a uniform incident
radiation flux ^ as shown in Fig. 1. To improve the
accuracy and avoid the difficulty associated with which
form of the internal 'reflectances should be used (4_),
we shall adopt the approach proposed in (_5). The for-
jward and backward radiation fluxes in the condensate
llayer are decomposed into two components, i.e.

' rd (14),

(15)

where the subscripts d and s indicate diffuse and
specular components, respectively. Because of the
linearitj of the equations, the differential equation
and boundary conditions in the two-flux model can be
decomposed as follows,

dl /dx - -(a+s)I

dl /dx - -(a+s)I + s(j +J )
d d d s

dj /dx - (a+s)J

dJ /dx - (a+s)J - s(l +1 )
d a d s

and

, t 0,

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

(16d)

(17a)
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FIG. 1 PHYSICAL MODEL AND COORDINATE SYSTEM
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s

r di

r l
s2 s

(17b)

(17c)

(17d)

r where r,, and r ,, for example, are the internal inter-
^ facial reflectivities of diffuse and specular corapo-
^ hents at interface 1 (see Fig. 1). The specular
S- component is identical to the external interfacial

eflectivity r , i.e.

5T where the diffuse one is related to ro by

dl

(17e)

(17f)

-• where n is the real part of the refractive index of
JJ the condensate layer. Numerical values of the external
~ reflectivity as a function of the index of refraction
.},' have been, tabulated (6,7). In Eq. (16), a and s desig-

nate, respectively, the absorption and scattering coef-
ficients of the layer. This decomposition technique
yields correct results in both the strong and weak
scattering asymptotic limits, as well as satisfactory
results in the intermediate range of scattering (£).

The

md

solutions of Eqs. (16)-(17)

I " c, exp(-yx)
• 1

J - c exp(-pc)

1 - A(l-p) exp(ox) + B(l+p)

- c exp(-yx)

are,

exp(-ax)

• J. - A(l+p) exp(ox) + B(l-p) exp(-ox)
• d •

! - c exp(-pc) . > |

where y " a + 8 i s t n e extinction coefficient, a i s the
Stefan-Boltzman constant, and

I p - [a/ (a+2s)] 1 / 2 - [<l-w)/<l+w)]1 /2

c2 exp(yl.) - ci rd 2

"C2Ydl^ e x P ( " * ) ^ F

J - C ^ J ) . exp(oL) -

exp(-Yl)]}/F

exp(-TL)

With

C11C12

P -

22

C!2

C22

JThe overall hemispherical reflectance, assuming gray
"medium, is found as

Pe 3

x-0 x-0

1 - r

o 1 - r rr exp(-2T)

(18)!

where

A.
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The effective reflectivity given by Eq. (18) con-
;-; < ; tains the contribution from the first interface in its
0 - j first term and from the second interface and the scat-
h ̂  | tering medium in the second term. It is a general ex-
~. ±> '{ presston for any values of albedo, w, and the optical
i ! thickness t. In applications where T « I, Eq. (18)

I can be simplified to a linear form,

a,

r
1 - r

p -r + (l-r ) r f 2±
e o v o' s2H - r rsi s2

l - r 1 - r 2

" \ (l-r,r, } { 2 ldi rs2 " 2 r«l r.2 (l-r',, J

si s2 si s2

(19)

3 Figure 2 shows that the linearized Eq. (19) agrees rea-
~ sonably well with the couplete expression, Eq. (18),
^ for all values of w when T < 0.3, and for the Interme-
^ diate range of w when t, is larger.

1.0

0.8 —

0.6 —

0.4 —

0.2 —

0.01 0.02 0.05 O.I 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

H G . 2 THE EFFECTIVE REFLECTANCE OF THE DEPOSIT LAYER
ON.AN OPAQUE SUBSTRATE j

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

—

COMPLETE

£ LINEARIZED

I i I I I i I I 1

i

EQ.

i i

A

1 1

1 1 1 1 1

1 I I M

1

•W=l

'0.7 ~
'0.4
'0.0

• For a later example application to fog condensation
of a hot mixture of a U0 2 vapor and a noncondensable
'gas in contact with a cool .sodium liquid, wa take (7,8)

0.848 rsl - 0.2 0.2

rd2 - 0.925 » r s 2

then Eq. (19) reduces to the simple expression

pe - 0.926 - [ (20)

•for reflectivity as a function of the optical thickness
\x^ and albedo w. Using the properties of Ref. (9) for
if used liO2 at 3600 K, a = 55 era""1, y = 360 cm"r, the
albedo is estimated to be w - 0.85. The absorptivity
may then be expressed as

1 - p a (l+z /6)
o s

(21)

with ao « .074 the absorptivity of clean sodium, and 5
~ .0003 cm. This linear relation applies at most until
a, ~ .75 or zg/6 * 10, and, of course, is entirely un-
physical if extrapolated beyond a^ » 1.

This effective reflectance can now be incorporated
into the bulk phase radiative analysis of the fog con-
densation rate. For example, case 1 of the problems
;treated in (_1_) is extended as follows: the bounding
surface for the semi-infinite condensable mixture is
now permitted to be nonblack with a reflectance p .
Since the mixture is at its local equilibrium satura-
tion temperature everywhere, and we are concerned with
bulk condensation in a relatively short time, the mix-
ture temperature can be approximated by T m every-
where. Then, the corresponding divergence of the
radiative flux in the mixture becomes ;

4 i
( l - p ) E (•:)

6 J-
(22)1

where i « kaz, the optical thickness measured from the
jtop of the condensate layer into the mixture. To 5
'place accuracy this may be considered measured from the
settled layer during absorptivity buildup. The absorp-
tion coefficient of U0 2 vapor is taken as k a = 0.00082
cm . The energy equation in the mixture, noting the
uniform pressure distribution, is simply

oz

;from which the local fog formation rate is

r « r (0) E (T)B

jwith ajj given by (21), and

SEDIMENTATION ANALYSIS

(23)

(24)

(25)

To analyze the problem posed (beginning of pre-
ceding section) note that the above result for radia-
tion fog source r, i.e. Eq. (24), shows a predominantly
jspatial (z) dependence, which is altered in time as a
jresult of increase of effective surface absorptivity a^
associated with growth of fog deposit layer z5. The
tine dependence of this alteration is, of course, cou-
pled _.with the_solution., to. be found__and Is associated

page n-.;nber-
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with Inherent feedback. To fix Ideas we first treat
the problem neglecting this time dependence, zg/6 »
constant, and then return to include this feedback.
j From Eqs. (6) and (24) plus uy • »j • 0 at z • 0,
cf. the preliminary example, it follows that ;

u • u(z) » -(YP) r(z)dz <26)

Sd fdefines u as function of z valid at any time. Under '.
f this condition the characteristic Eqs. (9) may be
1 written as !

Hi
= 2 j!

dz _ du u •*• J'(g)
u \z) — = — » — —

da da (y-a)
(27) ;

•H

a

c ••

and integrated. The characteristics rising from the
bottom (z»0) become simply

u(z) - (28)

which describes a steady-state deposit layer profile
(independent of time). The more important character-
istics from the initial (z axis) satisfy

I

r u(z) (29) !

where zQ is the initial (z axis) value of z for that
characteristic. This equation defines z = z[a,zo) or
equivalently a - a(z,zQ). To determine time, or a time
fixed profile, the characteristic Eqs. (9) also proviie
that

t - /
dz

u(z) j'(o(a,zo))

da

\ (Y-a) u'(z(a,zo))
(30)

v (choose one only) as second relationship describing
5 't(a,z,z0). Equations (29) and (30) may be used to

and define (0

eliminate zQ

A

may
a(z,t) as void fraction

profiles. As in the preliminary example, for convex
drift fluxes, the characteristics from t and z axis
immediately begin to intersect. The solution thereby
(describes an upward propagating discontinuity of a cor-
responding to formation of a deposit layer, cf. Fig. 3.

The thickness z of the deposit layer grows
iccording to the front propagation equations:

u(z.) -

dz

s

J(q-)

Y - a-

u(z )(r-D
o

(31)

(32)

•rith t given by (30) when upper limits on integrals'
•re specified as zs and ot+,

pendent8 variable
fora8 z

al
t
B>> *•"

These
e-g.

thereby providing tg
g

relations allow for one inde-
tg, and hence implicit solution,

) [)

(VERTICAL)

9

-u >O

k—ONE Zn

a>

--ANOTHER Zo \

FIG. 3 GROWTH OF FOG CONDENSATE DEPOSIT LAYER MAPPED
BY CHARACTERISTICS. For a fused or liquid
layer a_ =» am » 0. (1), (2) are typical char-
acterlstlcs defined by Eqs. (29)-(3O), and Eq.
(28), respectively :

I

While some "number crunching" is required to
'determine these solutions explicitly, the early time
behavior can be ascertained as follows: at the z-t
coordinate origin, ori- « 1 (just above the layer) or
Sj(a+) • 0, while just below it, a- = a (a = 0 for
nonporous deposit) so j(ot-) - 0. Since u™zs=u) = 0, it
follows from Eq. (31) that dzg/dt - 0 at tg = 0. The
initial growth rate of the layer is evidently zero. To
determine a second order term, Eq. (31) differentiated
at time 0, Is :

i dt 8 S

pfhen since a- =• <r-(zs), cf. Eq. (32), ("H"1) • 0 a l so .

Util izing Eq. (30) with t • t s , a * a*-, weshave in gen-
eral,

dt

da+ U 1 (Z )

a+ u"(z(a,z )) oz(a,z ) dz

1 (Y-a>[u'(z(a,z J ) ] 2 dz

i m.^—.
1

(Y-1) U ' ( 0 )
-t- »-0

S

(33)-:

page lumber
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Therefore the deposit layer development obeys the

startup relationship i
hence

A 2 (r-D u'(Q) i'(D—m
where according to Eqs. (6) and (24)

2 ok
f u'(0) - {—) . 4 4,

(T - T ) a
«• w o

(34)

(35) !

Two "renormalizatlon" methods are now proposed to
estimate the effect of feedback associated with the
rapid change of absorptivity with thin deposit layer
formation. The simplest would be to replace a Q with a,

ao[l + Zg/8), cf. definition of A. Then the startup
( )- •' integration with (dz /dt ) 0 yields

z - 6[cosh(/^ t ) -
8 OS

(36)

This estimate allows for the dramatic increase of u,
~ i.e. of bulk "makeup gas' inflow rate, which occurs as
3 a result of the large increase of fog condensation rate

with layer absorptivity a». However, it does not ac-
l~* count for larger mean fog droplet sizes with increase

of fog formation rate. Vithln the limits of the drift
I flux aodel, this effect can be included by allowing for
r an increase of the magnitude of relative settling ve-
- locitjr, or j, with absorptivity at z . This means that
Z the droplet size parameter is referred to time t = 0.
5 j As a simple example of this we consider the re-
~i placement j(a) -» j(a) aJao " J^a^ (* + zs^^' F o r

z. Stokes law settling, this implies that the mean radius
:i R of fog droplets increases with (l + z g / 6 )

l / 2 .
> Clearly this overestimates the effect of increasing R,

- and therefore serves to hound its effect on t-*~ feed-
~ back. The characteristic equations now become

(37)

with discontinuity propagation governed by

. dz z

(38) !
!

land u(z), j(a) referred to their t - 0, zg « 0 val-
ues. Below and above the layer top front Eqs. (32) and
'(26) still hold, but the left-hand side of Eq. (30)
must, according to Eq. (37), be replaced by

(39)

If we define y - 61n(l + z /fi) , the propagation equa-
.tion becomes ^31) with dz3 /dt replaced by dyg/dtg.
Proceeding as above we find5 again that the early tine
.development of the settled layer is described by

it

z - fi[exp(At 12b] - l ] (40)

A more complete development of the solution to Eqs.
(37)-(39) is described in Appendix A for a specific
.drift flux. The resulting early time solution of Eq.
(A12) is to be compared with Eq. (sJ). These z vrs.
t profiles exhibit a strong concave upward feature
characteristic of surface absorptivity feedback during
formation of the deposit layer, cf. Fig. 3.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Consider the case of hot UC>2 vapor condensing as
fog and settling over an initially clean, cold sodium
interface. The inert gas is taken to be air; 6 = 3 *
I0~* cm, aQ = .074 are provided above, cf. Eq. (21).
We suppose that the settled layer is nonporous, so a =
0. Since the primary role of drift flux is its magni-
tude factor, we consider that the fog settling velocity
is insensitive to a variation near a » 1, and conforms
to Stokes law. Then j = a(l-a)uv£, and j'(l) = ~

u
v£

 =

-2RZgpj[/9u with \i the gas phase viscosity and p, ~ 10.5
ga/cm the UO^ density within a drop. Using Chapman-
Enskog procedures we estimate for air, 10 u = 6.6 and
7.6 (gm/cra sec) respectively at 2000°K and 2500°K.

4 8.2 cm"1, cf. Eq. (10), \ = 5.19 * 105
Using 104 k =• 8.2 cm
J/gmole, and (Y~ I ) / Y P V

that
it:

A/26 » 195M0"1 R2(T - T ) sec"
» w

from Eq. (34)

i
(41)

with R in era, T in deg. K. Using T«, - 2000 K and T y =
1000 K, this expression becomes 2920 R2, while for T m =
2500 K it is 7420 R2. The solution is therefore a
function of the product tgR with R the fog droplet
radius parameter. According to above discussions, cf.
Eq. (21) et. seq., the solution Is of interest and ap-
plicable only until z /6 reaches 10, corresponding to
absorptivity above 0.75. Table 1 shows values of (Rts)
where this value of z /6 Is reached as estimated by
.Eqs. (36) and (t0) ind Appendix A. These estimates
'become less applicable for droplet radii R > .02 cm
'corresponding to time tg estimates of less than one
second to form the high absorptivity deposit layer.
;The reason for this Is that newly formed droplets re-
:quire longer times to reach their terminal-Stokes-law
jsettling velocities in that size range. Hence the. time
^estimates for layer buildup would be underestimated.
Tor smaller fog droplets (diameter < .8 mm) the time
.scale estimates for buildup of the layer are all evi-
dently larger than one second. Since only the product
Rt appears in Table 1, this implies times over ten
seconds for droplet radii R < .04 mm, and over 100
seconds for R < .004 mm. While the constancy of Rt
deteriorates gradually as R descends into these lower
R, these time rules-of-thumb are found to hold down to
droplet radii R ~ .002 mm where Brownian motion-thermal
velocity dispersions prevent settling.

TABLE 1 VALUES OF (Rt ) IN CM SEC WHERE z /5 REACHES
10 OR ABSORPTIVITY a^ REACHES .75

T» - 2000 K 2500 K

Eq. (36)

Eq. (40)

Eq. (A12)

.039

.0287

.0272

.024

.0180

.0171

dt

page ruiir.bor-
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we develop a more accurate solu-
'tlon to the growth layer propagation Eqs. (37)-(39) for
jthe special case where the (initial) drift flux rela-
itlon of Eq. (7) is simplified by an assumed constant
jrelative velocity u . (independent of a near a - 1)
jalong with a zero void deposit layer (o_ « c^ » 0).
Under these conditions it follows j

•nd (32) nay be solved for o+ explicitly. In terms of
the quantities

v{l-t,J2

" o "

Tl • u(Z)/u

Since u(z) is a given function, Eq. (A2) may be solved
if the relation between TL (or Z ) and t is determined
from (A3). Since (y^l) or Pv/p^ is near zero this
relation can be simplified using

dZ !j
(A4)

Dividing by dZg and obtaining dts/dZ8 from (A2), the
result manipulates to {

j dZo (1-r, )[1 + 11 + 4-f

- n - (r-l),(n -r) )
S O S

dt

(A5);

i - l

1/(1 +-^-)
O

(A6);

jThe factor (y-1) in Eq. (A5) must be retained since i t
jraay be seen either from these, or their originating
iforms, that Z or TJ grows a£ a rate of order (y-i)
irelative to Z . Using Eqs. (24)-(26) we have

(A7)

(A8)

[1 -2E fkZ )] --5Z
2u k p v L 3 V a s'J s

i a v
u k p v
vi a v

2u k p
vJl a v

) [i - 2E fkZ )] --5Z
p Y L 3l a o/J o
v

with a « r*(o)/pvAuvJj. The approximate second forms of
|(A7)-(A8) recognize the gas phase radiation distance
scale (optical depth) of the order of meters; thus the
{approximation is dominantly valid in (A7) but only mar-
Iginally valid In (A8) due to larger prevalent values of

; ; .. o at
0, to

,ZQ. Equation (A5) may now be integrated with Z g
Zo

-(y-l)e (x)dx
o
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(A9) |
I

" I

The second form of (A9) uses Y * 1 and t h e approximate
form of (A8), which is upheld for larger Z by exponen-
tial damping. Using this in Eq. (A6) provides the time
parameter

(y-1 + e-y
-l

(A10)

H
For small values of CZ0, Eqs. (A9) and2(A10) reduce and
combine to Eq. (34) with A » (y-l)5uv^, in agreement
with Eq. (35). An improvement on tliis approximation
can be made with (A10). Since the.factor (r-l)/£6 is
generally large while y-1 + e » y /2 is small, (A10)
integrates approximately to

(All)

n
A comparable but slightly less accurate approximation
in (A9) yields

6tan2(t /A/26)
s

(A12)

£ yhich is to be compared with Eqs. (26) and (30). Bti-
S lizing (All) in (A9) is found to be in excellent agree-
~ Iment with more detailed numerical application of (A10)
i jto (All) over a wide range of droplet radii, R.

o
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